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Reitman Security Search is a leader in executive recruitment and consulting, supporting the
electronic security/critical building systems space globally. Our clients include the industry's
most sought-after employers; public and private electronic security technology manufacturers,
systems integrators, specifiers/consultants and distributors. Here are some examples of our
practice.

See Current Engagements and Placements below!
Be sure to follow our Linkedin company page for up-to-the-minute updates
on our latest searches, announcements and trends impacting our industry

Building Trust Through Transparent Leadership
At Reitman we are filled with gratitude for our ongoing partnership and the trust you
impart to us. We join in wishing you a wonderful Holiday Season and a happy, safe &
successful New Year.
We all want the brightest, most creative talent to work for our organizations - employees who
are loyal and committed to bringing their best, most authentic selves to work each and every
day.
Recruiting these gems poses its own set of opportunities and challenges, as does retaining
them. We must first understand that individuals with incredible drive and unlimited potential
need to thrive, try new things, and realize the depths of their abilities.

What can organizations and leaders do to inspire, teach, encourage, and most importantly,
motivate top talent?
1. Teach Leaders How to Be Transparent
Leaders often feel as if they need to "save face," and they fear sharing their own struggles will
make them look weak in front of staff, resulting in lost credibility. In fact, the exact opposite is
true.
We often assume our best and brightest talent is naturally confident and wants a leader who is
even more so. Often, however, your most creative, loyal, and innovative employees are the
ones who struggle the most with self-doubt and impostor syndrome. The burden of unrealized
potential can weigh heavily on these individuals, and when leaders share their own struggles,
they build trust with these employees through that transparency.
To assist your leaders in understanding themselves and the challenges employees face on a
daily basis, introduce them to concepts such as compassionate/servant leadership,
psychological safety, and "NeuroLeadership." These concepts teach leaders what it means to
level the playing field, rather than believe they must know it all, allowing them to stay receptive
to others' views, opinions, and innovative ideas.
2. Weave Truth and Trust Into Your Culture
Leaders who are transparent and compassionate must be supported by cultures that believe in
the power of these values. Organizations that want their people to thrive must understand the
importance of creating an environment that feels safe. Psychological safety is a strong example
of the benefits of an open and transparent culture: In these environments, individuals can share
freely and take risks without fear of consequences.
A great example of building trust through transparency is the concept of tours of duty, where
employers encourage their people to own their careers instead of feeling like the organization
owns them. A concept borrowed from the military by LinkedIn founder Reid Hoffman and
entrepreneur Chris Yeh, the idea behind professional tours of duty is to align employers and
employee on a set amount of time to achieve a specific mission. When the end date is
approaching, employer and employee can have an open and truthful conversation about what
comes next. Tours of duty teach employees that it's safe to share their aspirations and it's
acceptable to explore opportunities both within and outside the organization. No backlash or
consequences - just pure transparency and truth, which create unity and tremendous trust.
3. Abolish Fear-Based Mindsets and Cultures
The bottom line is fear-based cultures must go. Support your organizational values by showing
your employees that you want to hear their ideas - and by listening when they share! Teach
leaders how to ask for new ideas and how to receive them. All too often, we find leaders
asking for ideas and then immediately communicating all the reasons why the idea will never fly.
This style of leadership will shut down employee sharing and stifle any kind of innovation.
Reinforce your commitment to employees' well-being and career aspirations by scheduling
brainstorming sessions facilitated by an unbiased, preferably third-party individual. Provide
resources for job shadowing. Create hybrid roles for those who get bored easily and are
multi-talented. Encourage recreation - a.k.a., re-creation - through allotted time off, work/life
balance policies, and remote work, especially for those who lean on the introverted side and

need privacy to think and create.
Inevitably, organizations that commit to transparency and teach leaders how to understand
themselves and their teams better will create cultures of trust. You will find that you have the
right people at the right time doing the right things, which not only creates success, but also
creates an indescribable, contagious vibe that others will be clamoring to experience.
*Source: Recriter.com, Brenda Stanton; Keystone Partners

Recent Placements and Current Engagements
VP Global Engineering- Access/Video/Intrusion Solutions- COMPLETED
Regional Sales Manager- Access & Video Solutions- Texas Region
Regional Sales- Connected/IoT offerings- Intelligent Building Software- Dallas, Carolinas
Regional Service Sales- Building Automation- SaaS solutions: Chicago, Seattle
Regional Sales Manager- Access & Video Solutions- Carolinas
Sales Leader- Connected/IoT offerings- Systems Integration- Northeast
Director of Product Management/Key Accounts- Life Safety Systems
Construction Sales Manager- Northeast US Region
Corporate Security Director- US Based Multinational
Regional Sales- Connected/Intelligent Software Solutions- Dallas
Business Development Consultant- Building Systems- Atlanta
Regional Account Manager- (Existing) Metro NYC- Systems Integration/BAS
Branch Sales Leader- Systems Integration: HVAC/Security/Life Safety- ChicagoCOMPLETED
Regional Sales Manager- Intrusion Solutions- Chicago/Midwest Region
Regional Sales- Managed Access Control/Video- Denver
Solutions Architect- Cloud/IoT offerings- Canada (Toronto-based)
Director of Architect, Engineer & Consultant Programs- Enterprise Software- COMPLETED
Regional Sales Manager- Enterprise Capture- Network Video Software- Northeast
Business Development Manager- Transit/Transportation Vertical- Network Video Solutions
Regional Sales Manager- Network Video, Eastern Canada- COMPLETED

Regional Sales- Southern CA, Central FL and Chicago Territories- EM Access Control
Service Sales Executive-Named Accounts- HVAC/Controls/Fire/Life Safety- Chicago
VP, Strategic Alliances- Enterprise Software- COMPLETED
Regional Sales Manager- Enterprise Software- New England Region
Regional Sales, Critical Infrastructure- Enterprise Software- NY Region
Regional Sales Manager- Enterprise Software/Surveillance- Pacific NorthwestCOMPLETED
Major Projects Capture- Chicago Region- Integrated/Connected Building Solutions
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